
PROTECTING AND NURTURING THIS GENERATION

Learn and Teach Context: 

The Key to Learning and Teaching Connected Gospel 
Doctrines, Principles & Practices



JOSEPH SMITH’S OBJECTIVE
IN ORGANIZING THE CHURCH

“It was my endeavor to so organize the Church, that the brethren might eventually be 
independent of every encumbrance beneath the celestial kingdom, by bonds and 
covenants of mutual friendship, and mutual love.” (History of the Church Vol. 1, p. 269 –
Law of Consecration)



TRUTH AND LIGHT ARE MANIFEST THROUGH 
PERSONALITY—AS ARE ERROR AND DARKNESS

Recognizing these elements and their function in our life are 
the primary basis for 

Creating and Sustaining Personal Relationships



INDEPENDENCE IS ACQUIRED THROUGH
TRUTH AND LIGHT

Scriptural Definitions

• Truth: “knowledge of things as they are, and as they were, and as they are to come.” 
(D&C 93:24)

• Light: “that which is of God is light; and he that receiveth light and continueth in God 
receiveth more light and that light groweth brighter and brighter until the perfect 
day.” (D&C 50:24)

Recognize truth and light are separate factors.

Light is essential to applying the truth safely.

That which transcends mortality is most important.



TRUTH AND LIGHT ARE SHARED THROUGH 
TESTIMONY—AS A WITNESS

How to Gain a Testimony (D&C 14:8):

• “Ask the Father [in faith] in the name of Jesus Christ”

• “Keep the commandments”

• “Believe you shall receive the Holy Ghost”

• “Accept his [the Holy Ghost’s] utterance [confirmation]”

This enables a person to (Mosiah 18:9):

• “Stand as a witness of the things which [they] shall both hear and see.”

• “Stand as witnesses of God at all times and in all things and in all places”



THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HAVING A 
TESTIMONY AND BEING A WITNESS

In General:

• Testimony: What comes into our life by precept and/or example.

• Witness: What goes out from our life by precept and/or example.



WHAT IS A TRUE SPIRITUAL TESTIMONY?

A testimony is a true spiritual witness, from the Holy Ghost, of the gospel doctrines, 
principles, and practices of Jesus Christ. (Matthew 28:18-20)

• Obtain a testimony of Jesus Christ

• Administer the Priesthood ordinances

• Learn and teach the doctrine—be a witness—and proclaim your message by precept and 
example

How to Become a Trustworthy Witness

• Share a testimony—something which you know to be true—with others

• Abide by that testimony in the life you live



TRUE EDUCATION EMERGES FROM THIS REVEALED 
CONTEXT AND ITS CONNECTING PRINCIPLES

A Definition of True Education

The acquisition and appropriate application of the truth—a knowledge of what has 
been, what is, and what will be—and the light required to apply that knowledge 
correctly.  (D&C 93:24)



HOW DO WE VIEW OURSELVES?
HOW DO WE VIEW OTHERS?

Consider the pattern in our Hymnbooks [topic for another setting]

Heart, Mind, Might, Strength vs Popular Modern Views

Popular Modern Views

• Behaviorism (stimulus/response forces)

• Biological Psychology (genetic factors)

• Humanistic Psychologies (self study )



HEBREW VIEW OF HUMANITY

Operational Definitions

• Heart: denotes the character or disposition—the governing attitude and feelings—
of a person. (Proverbs 23:7)

• Mind: denotes the human system of attracting, organizing, and implementing 
knowledge or information for use by the heart. (D&C 64:34)

• Might: refers to the resources—both temporal and spiritual—that are legitimately 
accessible to a particular person. (D&C 4:2)

• Strength: denotes the physical properties associated with an individual's body that 
are instruments of power in a bodily sense.(D&C 59:5)

(see N. Flinders Teach the Children, 1990, pp. 123-131; [3,306 in the Standard Works])



DESIRES = DISPOSITION = ATTITUDES = ACTIONS
A BASIC CHALLENGE IS ‘GUILE’

(1 THESSALONIANS 2:3-4; 1 PETER 2:1)

Living Without Guile = Improvement in 
our Character and our priorities as we 
make decisions that lead to actions—and 
subsequent consequences— free from 
deceit, cunning & craftiness.

The key is to educate our desires so they 
lead to choices that consider the 
intentions as well as the actions of 
others.

Living With Guile = Confusion in our 
character and our priorities as we make 
decisions that lead to actions—and 
subsequent negative consequences.  

A common result is to (a) hide our 
intentions and (b) focus on other 
people's words or actions while ignoring 
their intentions.



CONSIDER TWO DEFINITIONS OF CREATIVITY

Ancient Definition of Creativity 
(Biblical)

“Organizing existing elements for some 
purpose.” [Gifts from God]

Everyone is capable of creativity; it is 
common, ordinary, available to all.

Modern Definition of Creativity (since 
mid-twentieth century)

Limited to the few, who produce the new, 
novel, spontaneous, unusual,  different, & 
unique.



PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

TEMPORAL

Create It—Organize It

Maintain It—Preserve It

Manage It—Plan and Use It

SPIRITUAL

Power of Procreation, Self Reliance, and 
Service

Pray, Study the Scriptures, Magnify Our 
Callings

Balance Time, Energy, Resources and 
Stewardships



KEY ELEMENTS AND PRINCIPLES
OF A MORAL SOCIETY

Universal Elements Mosaic Version Americanized Version Covenant Version

Action Acknowledge the Creator Freedom/Liberty to Act Accept the Freedom to Act

Identity Honor One's Parents Self-Identity Pursue Self-Identity

Discipline Do Not Kill Self-Discipline Exert Self-Discipline

Respect Do Not Commit Adultery Mutual Respect
Give and Receive Mutual 

Respect

Responsibility Do Not Steal Personal Responsibility Assume Personal Responsibility

Development Do Not Lie Self-Development Experience Self-Development

Reliance Do Not Covet Self-Reliance Exhibit Self-Reliance



HOW TO OBTAIN THE GREATEST SUCCESS: SEEK AFTER  
“THE GREATEST OF ALL THE GIFTS—ETERNAL LIFE”

(D&C 14:7-8)

Learn what is pleasing and what is not pleasing to the Lord. (D&C 68:31-32; 
D&C 60:2-3)

Qualify for baptism and receive the Gift of the Holy Ghost. (D&C 20:37;      
4th Article of Faith)

This is the beginning and is available to all. 


